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DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS

CAMBRIAN

- LATE
- MIDDLE
- EARLY

MIDDLE PROTEROZOIC

- POCATELLO FORMATION
- BANNOCK VOLCANIC MEMBER
- MILLER成员
- SCOUT MOUNTAIN MEMBER

LATE PROTEROZOIC

- BLACKROCK CANYON LIMESTONE
- OREAL and ARMSTRONG (1971); MAY INCLUDE THE LIMESTONE PART OF THE LEADBELL FORMATION

PRECAMBRIAN

- POCATETO QUARTZITE
- SHALE OF OREIL AN ARMSTRONG (1971); MAY INCLUDE THE LIMESTONE PART OF THE LEADBELL FORMATION

TERTIARY

- UEVA RANGE "LAST LATE MIOCENE"
- ANIHEMI AND FAIRVIEW HILLS
- MILES RANGE QUADRANGLE

QUATERNARY

- LOESS (HOLOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE)
- ALLUVIUM

CENozoic

- PLIocene
- HOLOCene
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